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Nurses reflect upon a definition of ”performed and missed nursing care” - A qualitative study; Abstract.;
Background:; It is known that necessary nursing interventions are repeatedly omitted respectively only
carried out partially or at a time that is not appropriate. In the literature, this is referred to as ”missed
nursing care”. In the German-speaking region, there is no critically reflected definition of what is meant
by ”performed and missed nursing care”, using qualitative methods. Therefore, we developed one in a
three-phase study.; Aim:; The aim of phase 2, which is the focus of this article, was to critically reflect
on the literature-based definition developed in phase 1 with nurses working in acute care hospitals in
German-speaking Switzerland in order to specify it in phase 3.; Methods:; We conducted two focus group
interviews with a total of 17 participants. We provided the participants with the preliminary definition and
asked them for their reflections. We analysed the interviews content-analytically with the knowledge
mapping technique as well as according to Mayring.; Results:; The participating nurses described that
the contents of the definition were relevant and comprehensible for them. However, they also noticed
differences from their understanding and gave indications for refining the definition, especially in relation
to terms that include a time-related aspect.; Conclusions:; By involving nurses in the development of the
definition, there is now a practical description of ”performed and missed nursing care” that can be useful
for quality assurance and development of care.
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